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0. Abstract 

The prospect of microfabricated monolithic devices that accomplish complete chemical assays 
is enticing. Eariy work with microfabricated chemical analysis devices focused on 
separations methods. More recently reagent manipuIa€ion has been integrated with separation 
devices to create more powerful capabiiities. Examples of procedures, other than separations, 
that have been demonstrated on micrvrnacfrined s t r u c ~ s  include reagec: mixing, dilution, 
and reaction, preconcentration through sample stacking Bnd biopolymer tagging for detection. 
The developments in liquid phase microfabricated chemical analysis devices are reviewed. 

1. Introduction 

The use of microfabrication techniques to construct chemical measurement instruments was 
fmt demonstrated in 1979 when an integrated gas chromatograph was placed on a S-cm 
diameter silicon wafer. I This is the seminal piece of work in the area of micromachined 
chemical measurement instruments. Unfortunately, this initial demonstration did not provide 
the performance characteristics that users desired. Although the microfabricated gas 
chromatograph provided a smaller package than conventionai laboratory implementations, 
performance was sacrificed. Peak capacity was .low due to the poor mass transport 
perfomance associated with the noncircular syrnm&c separation channeis fabricated into 
the sficon substrate. More recent versions of this device have replaced the micromachined 
separation channel with a conventional capillary column. This modification provided 
improved performance but eliminated some of the manufaCtUring advantages of an integrated 
device. 

Several research groups in the 1980s recognized that liquid phase separation techniques are 
more amenable to miniaturization than gas chromatowphy. Some of these ideas were frrst 
reported in the Iiterahm by Manz and coIleagues.?3 Open tubular separations in the iiquid 
phase, is., capillary electrophoresis, liquid chromatography, and micellar electrokinetic 
chromatography, are conventionally practiced in capiiIary tubes with diameters of a few to a 
few tens of microns or one to two orders of magnitude smaller than gas chromatography. In 
addition, separation lengths tend to be shorter for the liquid phase separation techniques by a 
similar factor. These smaller dimensions allow the fabrication of a coiumn in a 
proportionately smaller area. An area of = 0.1 cm2 should be sufficient space to fabricate a 
separation coiumn that could yield efficiencies similar to conventional laboratory instruments. 
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chromatography23 have been integrated onto chips. These devices are able to manipuhte 
picoiiter volumes with high precision simply by proper selection of applied potentials and 
without the use of mechanical valves. Unlike the early work with gas chromatography, the 
literacure indicates that microfabricated liquid phase separation devices have performance 
features equivalent to or exceeding that of conventional laboratory analogues. 

The miniaturization and mass production of liquid phase separation devices may also enable a 
much more powerful concept to be reaiized. The integration of several laboratory functions 
on a single chip would provide the equivalent of a laboratory on a chip. Such devices have 
several potential benefits for acquiring chemical information in many different application 
scenarios. The microfluidic manipulations achievable with chip devices provides automation 
of chemical procedures at a volumetric scale several orders of magnitude below conventional 
practice. These features will allow sophisticated procedures to be carried out under computer 
control while greatly reducing reagent and waste streams. The dexterity of the fluidic 
manipulations can provide increased precision and accuracy for a measurement. 
Miniaturization also can increase measurement speed and allow massively parailel 
measurement systems to become feasible. Some simple integrated fluidic measurement 
devices are just beginning to appear in the literature and include PIE- and post- column 
chemical reactions in conjunction with electrophoretic separations.24,~36 

2. Experimental Apparatus 

For the data presented, column performance and separations weie monitored on-chip using a 
single point detection scheme and laser induced fluorescence (LIF). An argon ion laser 
(visible or near U V  lines) was used for excitation and focused to a spot on the chip using a 
lens (100 mm focal length). The fluorescence signal was collected using a microscope 
objective, followed by spatial fihering and specval filtering, and measured using a 
photomultiplier tube. The data acquisition and voltage switching apparatus were computer 
controlled Platinum electrodes provide electrical contact from the high voltage power supply 
to the sofutions in the reservoirs. Further experimental detaiis can be found in the references 
given above. 

3. Fluid Manipulation 

The primary means of material transport on chips is electrokinetic phenomena, i.e., 
electrophoretic and/or electroosmotic effects. Ions can be transported electrophoretically, but 
neutral species must be transported by bulk electroosmotic flow. In addition, ions of 
opposite charge must be transported by bulk fluid flow or counterpropagated through a region 
where they are combined. Consequently, a variety of reactions and separations can be 
performed “on-chip.” Buffer and sample flows within the channel manifold are precisely 
controlled through potentids applied at the reservoirs. For example, at a tee, material can be 
continuously proportioned and at a four way cross, discrete plugs of material can be 
dispensed precisely and reproducibly. We have developed two different dispensing methods 
using electrokinetic transport at a four way intersection. One method allows extremely small 
volumes (< 100 pL) to be dispensed with high precision (< 0.3% rsd in volume) but the 
volume is frxed by the geometry of the microstructure and is thus called a constant volume 
valve or injector. A second method ailows variable volumes to be dispensed with only a 
slight sacrifice in precision (< 2% rsd in volume) and is called a gated valve or injector. 

The gated injection can be used to enhance the sensitivity of chip devices by performing 
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4. Electrophoresis on a Chip I 
The combination of a four way interse 
comprising an injection valve and a len 
channel results in an interconnected chan 
structure that can perform eiectropho 
experiments. Fig. 1 shows a micro 
electrophoresis device fabricated in ou 
laboratory and a U.S. dime for 
comparison. The channels 
micromachined into a glass substrate u 
standard photolithographic and wet cherm 
etching methods. A circular cover plate is 
bonded overtop the micromachined channels 
to form closed capillaries. Cylindrical 
reservoirs are epoxied to the substrate where 
the channels exit from underneath the cover plate. The four way intersection below the 
uppermost reservoirs acts as the injection valve. The serpentine channel below the 
intersection is a 17cm long separation channel. The sample solution is typically placed in the 
upper left reservoir while the other three contain separation bu€5er. The sample is 
elecmkinetically transported from the sample reservoir across the intersection to the right- 
hand reservoir untii the slowest migrating component arrives at the intersection giving a 
representative sarqle. Slectric potentials are also applitd to the other two reservoirs to 
spatialiy contain the sample at the intersection giving a reW1e injection volume of = 100 pL. 
The sarnple soiution at the intersection is then injected into the separation channel by applying 
a high potential to the upper most reservoir relative to the bottom reservoir. The mixture 
present at the intersection migrates down the serpentine channel with components separating 
due to their different mobilities (chargelsize). An eiectmpherogram is created by observing 
species pass a given point on the serpentine channel. As many as 4U,OOO plates have been 
generated on this structure in +;I 8 minutes using conventional capillary electrophoresis 
conditions but with s q i e  sizes 10 - I00 times smaller. 

A simpler architecture that replaces the serpentine channel with a short straight channel has 
been used for high speed separations. For a 0.9 mm separation Iength, electrophoretic 
separation of a binary mixture with baseiine resolution was achitved in less than 150 ms with 
a separation field strength of 1.5 k V / m  12 The resolution was limited by tbe spatial extent of 
the injection plug and observation region of the detector, 200 and 80 pm, rcspectiveiy. 
Faster, more efficient separations are possible by using narrower c h d s  to reduce the 
injection plug length, tighter spatial filtering to minimize the &teaor observation region, and 
higher separation field strengths to decrease migration times. Also, for a separation length of 
1 1.1 mm, a maximum number of piates per second of 18600 were generated. These ate the 
highest plates per unit time generated for a system with separate sample and separation 
streams. 

By moving to quartz substrates, the superior optical properties of quartz especially in the U V  
region can be exploited. For both capiiIary electrophoresis and liquid chromatography, the 
most useful waveiength range for the purpose of optical detection is 200 to 400 nm, and the 
abiiity to fabricate fused quartz chips permits investigation of similar detection scenarios. A 
fused quartz chip was fabricated to perform capillary electrophoresis of metal ions cornpiexed 
with 8-hydroxyquinoline-5-sulfonic acid (HQS). 14 
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reacrions and capillary electrophoresis sequentially.24 The reactor was operated continuously 
wlth small aliquots introduced periodically onto the separation column to be analyzed using 
the gated injection scheme. The reaction and separation performances were evaluated by 
reacting amino acids with o-phthaldialdehyde to generate a fluorescent product which was 
detected by laser induced fluorescence. The reaction time corresponds to the transit time of 
the sample through the reaction chmber. The reaction time can be varied by changing the 
potential applied to the chip. Cmtrol of the reaction and separation conditions was sufficient 
to measure reaction kinetics. This experiment aiiowed 42 measurements to be taken under 
computer control within = 5 minutes consuming = 100 nL of reagents with the output being a 
graph of the kinetics data. This is a powerful demonstration of what “chemistry from the key 
board” could be like with successful development of these types of technologies. 

6. Separation of Neutral llloiecuies 

Because chips are not Iimited to electrophoretic separations, three methods for separating 
neutral species have been investigated: open channel electrochromatography, micellar 
electrokinetic chromatography and packed bed chromatography. The first two schemes 
employ eiectroosmotic flow to pump the samples through the channel manifold, while the 
packed bed scheme uses an external syringe pump to drive the mobile phase. 

For the eiecuochromatography,** the surface of the separation channei was chemicdily 
modified with octadecylsilane to function as the stationary phase. n EIearoosmotic pumping 
enabled mobile phase linear velocities from 0.13 to 0.78 d s  for separation Eeld strengths 
from 27 to 163 Vkm. In Figure 9, three coumarin dyes are resolved by 
electrochromatography with a mobile phase linear velocity of 0.78 mm/s and a separation 
length of 58 mm. The plate numbers are 1oooO,2410, and I020 for coumarin 440, coumarin 
450, and coumarin 460, respectively. The deciine in efficiency is primarily due to mass 
transfer kinetics. Improvements in the efficiency wouid be seen with better stationary phase 
coating, channei geomew, and solvent programming. 

Miceilar eiectrokinetic capillary chromatography (MECC) has also been demonstrated on a 
chip.= Three primary advantages to this technique over open channel eiectrochromatography 
are a higher stationary phase density in the separation channel, the separation medium is 
replaceable, and fabrication is simpier because channel wails do not require coating with a 
stationary phase. The primary drawback is micelles elute from the coIumn, and 
consequently, a finite separation window can be Iimiung for some separations. Fast MECC 
separations were performed in ,< 30 s generating between 8800 and 3200 plates for the least 
and most retained components, respectively. 

A third method for the separation of neutral molecules on a chip was demonstrated using a 
wide separation channel (190 p wide, 102 p deep, and 20 mm long) machined in silicon 
and fined with 5-pm spherical packing material.23 On the silicon chip, a split injector, a 
smail-bore column, a fit, and detection cell were fabricated, but an externd syringe pump 
was used to deliver the mobi1e phase. Using multiple etching steps, small frits were etched 
at the end of the separation channel to contain the packing material. 

7. Summary 

Microfabricated fluidic devices that perform chemistry and chemical analysis appear to offer 
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electrophoresis and chromatography devices discussed above. Miniaturization should also 
allow &he realization of highly parallel analysis systems for high sample throughput. Another 
major benefit which is presently. a hope rather than a fact is the promise of inexpensive 
devices that are customized to perform specific chemical or biocheinical assays. 
Microfabrication may allow low cost manufacturing of microchip chemistry devices through 
economy of scale ridvantages presently enjoyed by the microelecuonics indusuy. 
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